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Củ Chi, Viet Nam

 

 

Instead, let it be the echo to every prayer

drowned out by rain, cripple the air
 

like a name flung inside a sinking boat,

let it shatter the bark on the nearest kapok

 

and through it, beyond the jungle’s lucent haze,

the rot and shine of a city trying to forget
 

the bones beneath its sidewalks, through

the refugee camp sick with smoke and half-sung

 

hymns, the shack lit with the final candle, the blackened

faces we held between our hands and mistook
 

for brothers, let it past the wall, into a room brightened

with snow, a room furnished only with laughter,

 

Wonder Bread and mayonnaise raised

to cracked lips as testament to a triumph
 

no one recalls, let it brush against the new-born’s

flushed cheek as he’s lifted in his father’s palms

 

wreathed with fishgut and cigarettes,

burrow through that wall where a yellow boy
 

soaks in blue television flood, the boy

who cheers as each brown gook crumbles

 

on the screen where Vietnam burns perpetually

in the mind’s blown fuse, let it whisper
 

in his ear—before sliding through, clean

like a promise, and pierce the painting of fruit

 

above the bed, enter the cold supermarket

where a Hapa woman wants to shout
 

Father! at every white man possessing

her nose, may it sing, briefly, inside
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her mouth, before laying her down between

the jars of tomato and blue boxes of pasta,
 

the deep red apple rolling from her palm,

let it drill a hole in her throat and into

 

the prison where a father watches

the moon until he’s convinced it’s the last wafer
 

God refused him, and let it enter the wood

where a man is slumped at a desk lit only

 

with night’s retreat, trying to forge an answer

out of ash pressed into words, may it crack
 

that stubborn bone above his heart—blood

and blood seeping through an epic

 

of blank pages, but if for nothing else, let it soar

like a kiss we’ve forgotten how to give
 

one another, slicing through all the burning rooms

we’ve mistaken for childhood, and may it go on

 

to circle the earth, warping through seasons

and years before slamming back into 1968,
 

to Hong Long Bay: the sky replaced

with fire, the sky only the dead look up to,

 

may it find my grandfather, crouched beside

the Army Jeep, his blond hair flickering
 

in naplam-blasted wind, pin him

down to the dust, where mother and I

 

will crawl out from history, that wreck

of shadows, tear open his olive fatigues
 

and clutch that name hanging from his neck,

that name we press to our tongues as if to relearn

 

the word for live, let us carry him home on our backs,

bathe his cooling body in salt and jasmine and call it
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good, but if for nothing else, let me believe

as I weave this death-beam like a blind woman
 

stitching a flap of skin to her daughter’s ribs,

let me believe I was born for this—as I cock back

 

the chamber, smooth and slick, like a true

Charlie. Like I could hear the song drowned out
 

by rain as I lower myself between the sights

and pray—that nothing moves.

FAKING IT

At breakfast—his parents asked

about the noise. Told them

he had been crying all night. 

The slow nods. Silence broken

with spoons. Anything

to save them, he thought,

from knowing the other

shadow breathing beneath

his sheets, that their only son

found pleasure lighting

himself on fire.
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